Abstract: An acousto-optic system containing collinear acousto-optic filter fabricated from calcium molybdate crystal and a positive electronic feedback was examined. The feedback signal is formed due to the optical heterodyning effect that appears for the special geometry of polarizer and analyzer polarization planes mutual orientation between which the collinear filter is located. It is shown that the feedback circuit electrical parameters variation enable controlling the spectral characteristics of the acousto-optic collinear filtration, resulting in enhancing the maximal spectral resolution and transmission function side lobes suppression.
Introduction
To date, acousto-optics occupies an important place in the field of light radiation parameters controlling devices development and manufacturing [1] . It is known that using the acousto-optic (AO) effect, it is possible to control and analyze the optical radiation spectral composition, govern the light beams propagation direction and polarization, and modulate their intensity [2] . AO devices are also used as Q-switchers in optical resonators for the generation of ultra-short laser pulses and are applied in many other optoelectronic devices [3] - [6] .
Possessing a number of advantages, such as small dimensions, relatively low power consumption and high reliability, as well as sufficiently high resolving power, the AO devices have also found application in space [7] - [9] . Nevertheless, the optoelectronic devices which operation is based on the acousto-optic effect have some flows. These include the presence of the transmission function side lobes (which is described by the sinc 2 function in the ideal case) and the inability of achieving an extremely high spectral resolution. The first drawback means that the AO device has parasitic transmission windows near the main one. The second drawback is related to the fact that the AO device passband is determined by the AO interaction length that is limited by the AO crystal dimensions. But the influence of the light beam divergence [10] , complicated acoustic field amplitude and phase structure [11] - [13] and the inhomogeneous temperature distribution inside the crystal increase [14] - [16] with length of the AO interaction. All the effects mentioned leads to the situation when the spectral resolution either does not increase with a further AO interaction length growth, or even decreases.
The drawbacks mentioned lead to the existence of the areas in optoelectronics, for example, fiberoptic communication, in which AO devices (filters) are rarely used. Modern acousto-optics is able create AO filters with the passband required to separate individual optical channels in CWDM and DWDM systems [17] - [19] . However, the presence of the transmission function side lobes enables the radiation from the adjacent optical channels to pass partially through the AO filter.
The solution of this problem is either to increase the AO filters spectral resolution tenfold, or to develop some methods to suppress the transmission function side lobes. There are several papers devoted to the side lobes suppression but the methods outlined in these works are not very effective and significantly complicate the AO filtration system [20] - [22] . As for the substantial increase in the spectral resolution, its values indicated in [23] are limiting. So significant spectral resolution enhancement applying methods of conventional acousto-optics is very difficult.
In this paper we consider how the introduction of an optoelectronic feedback loop affects the operation and characteristics of the collinear AO filter and what additional possibilities for controlling the optical radiation spectral composition appear in this case. The results of the similar system study presented earlier in [24] - [27] has shown that changing the feedback parameters it is possible to control the width of the AO filter transmission function and suppress its side lobes.
It should be noted that AO devices with feedback [28] - [34] are the separate and poorly studied class of optoelectronic devices, which allows expanding significantly the range of optical tasks that can be solved with the use of acousto-optic interaction. The feedback appearance allows not only to improve the characteristics of already known AO devices, but also to create absolutely new AO devices [28] - [30] , [33] .
The feedback is realized by registration a part of the light radiation intensity at the output of the AO cell by a separate photodetector, the electrical signal from which controls either the frequency or the amplitude of the acoustic wave excited in the AO cell. The feedback introduction causes the appearance of different operating modes of AO devices, including bistable and chaotic [35] - [39] . The analysis of such devices operation is rather complicated. However, the prospects opened by the introduction of feedback in AO systems are so great that, of course, this area requires the detailed examination.
Basic Relations
The operation of the examined system is based on the effect of light radiation intensity modulation at the AO filter output with the frequency of ultrasound excited in it. This effect was predicted, described and theoretically studied in [40] , [41] . Such a modulation is realized for the collinear AO interaction geometry [42] , [43] as the wave vectors of the incident and diffracted light beams, as well as the wave vector of the ultrasound, are collinear. Thus, the key element of the system is the collinear AO filter. In our case it is made of a calcium molybdate crystal.
The incident and diffracted light beams propagate along one direction but have mutually orthogonal polarizations, as the collinear AO interaction is accompanied by the change of light polarization (anisotropic AO interaction). Thus in the common case the collinear AO cell is placed between two polarizers with orthogonal polarization planes to separate the incident and diffracted light beams. It was shown in [40] , [41] that the regime in which the diffracted light beam intensity modulation arises is possible with a specific mutual orientation of the polarizer and analyzer polarization planes.
In the general case of incident optical radiation arbitrary polarization and the polarization plane of the input polarizer α, the light radiation at the AO cell output will consist of four components polarized along the crystallographic axes of the Z and Y crystal:
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Here = (2π/λ)l n is the Raman-Nath parameter (AO coupling coefficient) proportional to the acoustic wave amplitude aroused in the AO cell, n is the maximal change of the crystal refractive index under the action of the acoustic wave, l-AO interaction length, R = (2πl/V )(f − V (n e − n o )/λ) is the dimensionless AO phase mismatch, V = 2.9 · 10 5 cm/s is the velocity of the acoustic wave involved in the AO interaction (the calcium molybdate crystal was used), n e and n o are the refraction indices, λ is the optical wavelength, A = √ 2 + R 2 , α -the polarizer polarization plane orientation with regard to the Y crystallographic axis of the AO cell crystal, = 2πf is the frequency of ultrasound wave.
Passing through the output polarizer with a polarization plane oriented at an angle β to the Y crystallographic axis, they will acquire the same polarization and interfere. In the general case, the intensity of the light beam at the analyzer output can be written as the sum of three components with amplitudes depending on the mutual orientation of the polarizers:
where φ is the additional phase shift appearing at collinear AO interaction and is acoustic wave phase.
In the conventional variant of AO collinear filter [42] , [43] , the incident light polarization is chosen in accordance with the crystal eigenmode polarizations (polarization angle α is equal to 90°or 0°w ith regard to the Y axis. Therefore, crossed analyzer (polarization angle β is equal to 0°or 90°, respectively) let pass only the diffracted optical radiation. In this case I 0 component that we will call constant component acquires maximal magnitude:
Simultaneously the I 1 and I 2 components equal zero. I 0 = 1 if = π and R = 0. Component I 1 we call it the first harmonic, reaches the maximum amplitude for α equal to 0 or 45 degrees and β equal to 45 and 90 degrees respectively (I 0 = I i /2 at this geometry). First harmonic dependence on system parameters and time is described by the following equation:
A distinctive feature in this case is that the light radiation intensity will vary in time with the ultrasound frequency excited in the AO cell. The first harmonic magnitude achieves maximal value when = π/2. It should be noted that the optical signal at the analyzer output will always contain not only I 1 component but also a half of the input optical beam intensity. So it is not convenient to use it for the optical radiation filtration applications. The maximum of the component I 2 (so called second harmonic) will be achieved for α = β = 45 degrees. If I 2 component is used, the light radiation intensity on the system output will be modulated in time with doubled ultrasound frequency.
The most interesting case of polarizer and analyzer mutual orientation takes place when I 1 component magnitude is maximal, since the presence of a light radiation intensity modulation with an ultrasound frequency makes it possible to create a feedback circuit in which the I 1 component is detected by a photodetector and the signal from the photodetector passes through amplifiers and feeds the AO cell transducer.
In the previous papers devoted to the examination of this system [28] - [31] , the influence of feedback on its functioning and characteristics was studied only for the first harmonic. In this paper, we will consider how the feedback signal, created with the use of the first harmonic, affects the constant component that is used for AO filtration.
Examined System Description
The principal scheme of the examined AO system is shown in Fig. 1 . The basic element of the setup is the collinear AO filter fabricated from calcium molybdate crystal [43] with 4 cm AO interaction length. The cell is placed between a polarizer and analyzers that specify the polarization of light at angles α, β and γ with regard to the crystallographic Y-axis.
A distinctive feature of this AO system from the previously examined [24] - [27] is that the beamsplitter is mounted before of the output polarizers. The polarization plane of the input polarizer is oriented orthogonally to Y crystallographic axis.
Such beamsplitter location allows us to divide the light beam on the output of the AO cell into two with polarizations controlled independently. One of the light beams passes through the analyzer with the polarization plane orthogonal (γ = 0°) to the input polarizer polarization plane. Such polarization planes mutual orientation corresponds to the standard application of collinear AO cells when they are placed between crossed polarizers to separate the diffracted light beam from the incident one [42] , [43] . This optical beam will carry useful information, so let's call it signal. The second beam will pass through the analyzer, with the polarization plane oriented at an angle β = 45°to the Y axis (the case of maximal I 1 component). Thus, its intensity will be modulated by amplitude with the ultrasound frequency, excited in the AO cell [24] - [27] , [33] , which makes it possible to use it for signal generation at the feedback circuit input, so we will call it the feedback beam.
The ThorLabs CPS635R module with 635 nm optical radiation wavelength or 633 nm He-Ne laser were used as the light sources. The feedback beam is registered by the Thorlabs PDA-10A photodetector connected to the input of the feedback circuit. The circuit includes phase shifter MiniCircuits JSPHS-51+ and a pair of amplifiers Mini-Circuits ZHL-5W and ZFL-1200G+ that allows to tune the feedback circuit gain κ over a wide range.
The signal from the feedback output feeds the piezoelectric transducer of the AO cell. Oscilloscope or RF signal spectrum analyzer may be connected to the feedback circuit for the visualization and analysis of the feedback signal characteristics.
Basic Relations
In the previous studies considering only the feedback beam it was shown that the system has several operating modes depending on the feedback gain factor κ magnitude [24] , [25] . At relatively low gain values, the system behave like a conventional AO filter -the central transmission wavelength can be tuned by varying the RF generator frequency. In this case, the shape of the transmission function and the AO interaction efficiency will be determined by the feedback gain. The effect of the feedback circuit presence is the greater, the greater is κ and less the amplitude of the RF generator signal. For large κ values, the system may exceed the self-excitation threshold and become an optoelectronic generator [29] . In this case a separate RF generator will no longer be needed for its operation and the spectrum of the electrical signal in the feedback circuit will be determined by the spectrum of optical radiation at the AO filter input.
Single Spectral Component
Let's assume that the input optical radiation contains only one spectral component. This will help us to determine the examined system transmission function and its transformation under the action of the feedback signal. The polarizer and feedback beam analyzer are oriented so that the amplitude of the first harmonic is maximal (α = 0°, β = 45°). Then the intensity of the optical beam used in the feedback circuit at the output of the analyzer will be described by the following equation.
where I i -is the incident light intensity, and ϑ is the beamsplitter ratio (the 50:50 Thorlabs EBS2 beamsplitter was used in experiment). When the AO phase matching condition is fulfilled R = 0 and I 1 = (I i /2) sin . The amplitude I 1 achieves maximal value 0.5 at the Raman-Nath value = π/2. In this case the output intensity changes harmonically in time with the frequency of ultrasound from zero to the intensity of the incident light I i . This is the only case in the acousto-optics when AO cell produces 100% amplitude modulation of the optical beam intensity not after the diffraction on the standing acoustic wave but on the travelling acoustic wave.
The additional phase shift φ 1 appearing at collinear AO interaction is defined by the equation:
In the case when phase matching condition is fulfilled (R = 0) φ 1 = π/2 If we neglect the constant term I i ϑ/2 in Eq. (8) as it doesn't influence the acoustic wave magnitude. The RF signal on the transducer may be described by the following equation:
here, U g is the amplitude of harmonic oscillations of the RF generator, σ -is the sensitivity of the photodetector, κ -is the gain factor of the amplifier, and χ -is the phase shift produced by the phase shifter. The sum of Eq. (10) terms will be maximal if:
This equation indicates that the phase shifter has to compensate the AO phase shift φ 1 . In the experiment we don't adjust the phase shifter when the ultrasound frequency is tuned, so the X value is set to be -0.5π in accordance with Eq. (9).
The acoustic wave phase is described by the following equation:
It is possible to rewrite Eq. (10) as:
where U 0 is the following:
The Raman-Nath parameter is proportional to the acoustic wave amplitude and, consequently, to the electrical voltage amplitude U 0 applied to the transducer:
where μ -is transformation the coefficient determined by characteristics of the transducer and the AO cell. After measuring the SWR (standing wave ratio) of the AO cell we by vector network analyzer will consider µ to be as high as 0.9. Eqs. (12) and (15) form the phase and magnitude balance conditions for the examined system. Solving this system of equations it is also possible to define the dependence of AO diffraction efficiency on the mismatch for the signal beam, or in other words to define the transmission function of the system for the signal optical beam:
where R and are defined from Eqs. (12) and (15).
Two Spectral Components
Let's assume that the input optical radiation contains several discrete spectral components. This will help us to determine the spectral resolution of the examined system and to define the system parameters for the applications in WDM systems. Let's pretend that the optical radiation containing two optical wavelengths λ 1 and λ 2 passes through the examined system. Than I 11 is the first harmonic intensity at λ 1 wavelength and I 12 is the first harmonic intensity at λ 2 wavelength. Both feedback beams intensities I d1 and I d2 will be defined by the equations similar to Eq. (8):
I d2 (t) = ϑ (I 02 + I 12 cos ( t + φ 2 + ))
where
, R 1 and R 2 are the AO mismatches for wavelengths λ 1 and λ 2 . In the same way as for Eq. (10) the RF signal feeding the AO cell transducer will be:
It is possible to neglect the constant terms in Eq. (19) as they don't influence the acoustic wave magnitude. So this equation will transform into:
where U 0 value is defined by: (21) and phase equals:
The additional phase shift χ introduced by phase shifter is constant and equals -0.5π.
Experimental and Simulation Results

Single Spectral Component
Simulation Results:
Let us suppose that the light radiation on the optical input of the examined system contains only one spectral component. The mathematical model of the system for such case was presented in subsection 4.1. Let us consider how the feedback circuit gain value and the RF generator signal amplitude affects the feedback signal and collinear AO filtering characteristics for the signal light beam. Figure 2 represents the AO diffraction efficiency ς = I d /I i dependences for both optical beams on AO mismatch R magnitude (transmission functions) simulated for various values of AO system parameters (feedback gain κ and Raman-Nath parameter , proportional to the acoustic wave magnitude aroused in the AO cell). The I 0 (R ) dependences show the collinear AO filtering characteristics. The I 1 (R ) dependences characterize the change in feedback circuit signal amplitude as a function of R magnitude and, consequently, the amplitude of the acoustic wave in the AO cell. Since the signal amplitude U g fed from the RF generator does not depend on the ultrasound frequency.
The I 0 (R ) and I 1 (R ) dependences transformation obtained for κ = 6.3 and varying Raman-Nath parameter magnitudes is represented in Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b correspondingly. Such feedback gain value is slightly less than system excitation threshold [21] , [22] . The dashed curves 1 in Fig. 2a and 2b represent the I 0 (R ) and I 1 (R ) dependences when the feedback is absent for the case of maximal diffraction efficiency ( g = μU g = π for I 0 (R ) in Fig. 2a and g = π/2 for I 1 (R ) in Fig. 2b) .
Curves 2-4 were obtained for κ = 6.3 and g = π/2, g = π/20 and g = π/200 correspondingly. The normalized to the maximum AO interaction efficiency is postponed along the vertical axis in both figures.
The presented calculations results show that the feedback influence is the greater the smaller is the amplitude of the signal fed from the RF generator. The decrease of the generator signal magnitude leads to the system bandwidth narrowing and the transmission function side lobes suppression.
An interesting point is that in the presence of feedback when g = π/2 the overmodulation is observed for I 1 (R ) (Fig. 2b, curve 2) . This means that the AO diffraction efficiency for the phase matching case (R = 0) is lower than maximal possible. The overmodulation causes the I 1 (R ) function half-width broadening about 4% and consequently the I 0 (R ) transmission function passband increases also about 4%. The I 0 (R ) function side lobes decrease in this case approximately in 3.5 times in comparison with transmission function without feedback. The side lobes suppression positively affects the AO filter spectral contrast ε and its real spectral resolution. The spectral contrast we will define as the ratio of the AO filter transmission function main and first side maxima values.
The I 1 (R ) half-width reduces in 2.1 times and I 0 (R ) -in 1.7 times when the Raman-Nath parameter decreases till g = π/20. At the same time, the spectral contrast increases to 720 versus 8.7 for the same filter without feedback. It should be noted that all these transformations are accompanied by the AO interaction efficiency decrease, so, if ς = 0.84 for the curve 2 in Fig. 2a then ς = 0.23 for the curve 3. A further decrease in the Raman-Nath parameter ( g = π/200 -curve 4 in Fig. 2a) leads to an even narrower passband (in 3 times) and spectral contrast enhancement ε = 6750 while the half-width of the signal in the feedback I 1 (R ) decreases by a factor of 4. Figure 3 shows the AO diffraction efficiency calculations results for both output light beams on AO mismatch R magnitude for a fixed value of the Raman-Nath parameter equal to π/10 (that corresponds 100 times lower RF generator signal power than needed to obtain ς = 1) and various feedback gain values (κ = 0 -curve 1, κ = 4 -curve 2 и κ = 6 -curve 3). The presented dependences illustrate that, the AO interaction efficiency grows and the transmission function bandwidth decreases as the gain increases. In this case the change in κ magnitude does not affect the side lobes in any way.
The diffraction efficiency increase in 14 times for the I 0 component with κ growth from zero to 6. Its passband reduces in 1.7 times. The I 1 component behavior was studied in details in [29] - [31] . The spectral contrast of the examined collinear AO filter equals 21 when κ = 0 if g = π/10. If the feedback coefficient increases till κ = 6 the spectral contrast will be as high as 290 for the same g value. So adding the feedback we may control effectively the shape of collinear AO filter transmission function.
The AO interaction efficiency ςand the spectral contrast ε dependences on the g parameter value calculated for κ = 6.3 are shown in Fig. 4 . The range of the Raman-Nath parameter variation in the presented figure lies between π/ √ 2 ≤ g ≤ π/1000. As noted earlier, the AO interaction efficiency decreases from 1 to 0.017 with g decreasing, and the spectral contrast, calculated in the range π/ √ 2 ≤ g ≤ π/50, increases from 20 to almost 2000. Thus, the application of feedback leads to a significant decrease of the AO filter transmission function side lobes and enhancement of its real spectral resolution, but is accompanied by a decrease in the AO interaction efficiency.
Experimental Results:
The simulation results presented above were verified experimentally. In the experiment the I 0 (f ) and I 1 (f ) dependences were registered by oscilloscope while the RF generator was operating in the sweep mode. Here it should be mentioned that as the dimensionless variables are used in theoretical model (especially the incident optical beam normalized intensity I i = 1), the theoretical gain coefficients doesn't match with the experimental ones. The results of the measurements are represented in Fig. 5 .
The I 0 component was measured by oscilloscope channel 1 (yellow curve) and I 1 -by channel 2 (purple curve) simultaneously, the horizontal and vertical scale is the same for all figures. All figures were obtained for RF generator signal amplitude 5V. The Fig. 5a corresponds to the case when there is no feedback κ = 0, κ = 85 for Fig. 5b and 190 for Fig. 5c . The same transformation of the transmission functions shape is observed as it was predicted and illustrated by Fig. 3 . We may also notice that the side lobes magnitude is being set only by the RF generator magnitude while the main maximum height depends on the feedback gain in the full correspondence with theoretical predictions.
The results of this experiment are summarized in Fig. 6 where the I 0 transmission function passband narrowing and AO diffraction efficiency dependences on RF generator acoustic power obtained for three various gain values are presented. The highest I 0 transmission function narrowing that was observed experimentally was 74 times, unfortunately as for I 1 component [24] the narrowing is accompanied by the decrease of AO diffraction efficiency from 95% till 6%.
Rhombuses in the figure 6 indicate the parameters of the system where the spectrum of the output signal beam was measured (curves 3 and 4 in Fig. 7) .
The effect of the feedback gain value on the AO filter passband was not only measured by examination of transmission function transformation, but also checked by the observation of optical radiation spectrum composition alteration when passing through the system. The laser module ThorLabs CPS635R spectrum which has a fairly wide radiation band was used in this experiment. The results of these spectral measurements are shown in Fig. 7 . The signal optical beam spectrum was measured for the several cases. In the first variant optical radiation passed through the system but the acoustic wave was not excited in the AO cell so the diffraction was absent, the polarization planes of the input polarizer and the signal optical beam analyzer were set to be parallel (so the Fig. 7 . The optical radiation spectra at the output of the examined AO system in the following cases: 1 -laser module spectrum; 2 -conventional collinear AO filter, RF generator power 3W; 3 -collinear AO filter with feedback, κ = 225, RF generator power 0.5W; 4 -collinear AO filter with feedback, κ = 225, RF generator power 0.1W.
own optical radiation spectrum of the module was measured). The results of such a measurement are shown by curve 1 in Fig. 7 .
In the second variant (curve 2), the spectrum of the signal optical beam was measured in the case when κ = 0 (usual collinear AO filter) and 3W RF generator acoustic power. In the third case, the gain of the feedback was equal to 225, and the RF generator signal power was 0.5 W. The observed narrowing of the AO system passband measured with an oscilloscope was 1.8 times, the optical radiation spectrum of the signal light beam in this case is illustrated by curve 3. In the fourth case, the gain was also equal to 225, but the RF generator signal power was reduced to 0.1W, in this case the system passband reduced more than in 3 times, and the optical radiation at the system output has the spectrum illustrated by curve 4.
Comparing the presented spectra, it is possible to make the following conclusions. Since the collinear AO filter used for measurements has a 0.9 nm passband, the effect of its selectivity could be noticed only near the borders of the presented spectral range (optical modes of the laser with wavelengths of about 636 nm are suppressed for the curve 2 in comparison with curve 1). The introduction of the feedback allows us to narrow significantly the passband and suppress the side lobes of the transmission function. So the spectral composition of the optical radiation at the system output changes significantly -only modes with wavelengths in the range from 636.5 to 637.5 nm remain. Thus, the full system bandwidth is reduced to 1 nm. Reducing the power of the RF generator signal by a factor of 5 (from 0.5W to 0.1W) in the presence of feedback causes the full transmission band narrowing to about 0.5 nm. The observed narrowing is in full accordance with the results of calculations and measurements presented above.
Thereby the change of the feedback circuit parameters and the RF generator power makes it possible to control the optical radiation spectral composition at the output of the examined AO system that is, to perform AO spectral filtering with adjusted transmission function passband.
Two Spectral Components
Simulation Results:
Let's consider now the case when optical radiation at the system input contains several spectral components. We assume for simplicity that the optical radiation contains two spectral components. This is enough to determine the spectral resolution of the system and to examine the influence of the feedback on it. The mathematical model for such situation was presented in section 4.2 of this paper. Let's consider at first the case when the optical beam at the system input contains two spectral components with wavelengths λ 1 = 655 nm and λ 2 = 657 nm of equal intensity. Thus, λ = 2 nm, that exceeds more than twice the AO filter passband. The results of system response calculations are shown in Fig. 8 . Curves 1 in Fig. 8 illustrate the full response to both wavelengths, curves 2 and 3 -for each spectral component. Fig. 8a illustrates the case when the feedback is absent. In this case, the AO filter transmission functions corresponding to the optical spectrum components overlap near the first minimum, however, the first and second side lobes are almost completely inside the main maximum of the adjacent wavelength. This means that part of the light intensity from one spectral component will pass through the AO filter at diffraction of adjacent spectral component. It is necessary either to reduce the filter passband (this can be realized either by increasing the AO interaction length, or by choosing a geometry of the AO diffraction and AO cell material that will provide a higher frequency of the AO synchronism), or to enlarge λ between the incident light spectral components to reduce this negative effect in conventional acousto-optics, and this is not acceptable for fiber-optic communication lines as the channel spacing is fixed. Fig. 8b presents the calculations results for the case when the feedback gain is κ = 6.3, and g = π/5 (which corresponds to 25 times lower acoustic power then required to achieve 100% diffraction efficiency in the absence of feedback). In this variant the transmission functions overlap also at about the first minimum, but due to a larger spectral contrast (34 versus 8.7 for the case without feedback), the light energy of the adjacent optical channel that passes through the filter is 10 times less than in case when there is no feedback. Thus, introducing feedback, it is possible to reduce significantly the mutual impact between adjacent spectral channels without changing the AO cell design. A negative effect in this case will be an increase in optical losses in the system, since such choice of the optoelectronic system parameters provides only 50% AO interaction efficiency.
If we reduce λ to 1.3 nm -due to the specificity of the feedback signal generation [30] , this value of the spectral interval turns out to be limiting in theoretical calculations for the system with collinear AO filter and feedback. In this case for conventional collinear filter (Fig. 9a ) the transmission functions main maxima overlapping of adjacent spectral components will occur at about 20% of the maximum value. This is, of course, better than the Rayleigh criteria but is poorly applicable for operation in optoelectronic devices.
The introduction of feedback can improve the situation. Figure 9b represents the results of the system response simulations for λ = 1.3 nm, κ = 6.3 and various values of the Raman-Nath parameter: curve 1 -g = π/25, curve 2 -g = π/50 and curve 3 -g = π/100. The simulation shows that a decrease of g value and constant κ that is close to the system self-excitation threshold makes it possible to reduce the level at which the diffraction maxima corresponding to the adjacent spectral channels overlap due to the transmission function narrowing and spectral contrast increase. If g = π/25 the overlapping is observed at 28% of the maximum diffraction efficiency, then at g = π/50 it decreases to 16%, and with decreasing to g = π/100, the transmission functions overlap already at the level of 7% of the maximum. It is possible to achieve an even greater reduction, up to almost zero, but this will be accompanied by too much loss in the AO interaction efficiency.
The results of the calculations were verified experimentally using two identical laser modules with a wavelength of about 655 nm. Laser modules radiated at almost identical wavelengths, heating one of them allowed tuning slightly its optical radiation wavelength. Fig. 10 represents the processed oscillograms of the examined AO system responses in the case when λ was 0.9 nm. The optical radiation wavelength is postponed along the horizontal axis and normalized AO diffraction efficiency -along horizontal. The original oscillograms obtained when RF generator was operating in the sweep mode are also presented as the inserts. If there is no feedback (curve 1) then the collinear filter was hardly able to distinguish two wavelengths. The signal magnitude in the center of the presented transmission function is only 4% less than the maximal value. The observed dependences change significantly with the introduction of feedback (curve 2). It is possible to achieve almost complete absence of overlapping of the transmission functions of the adjacent spectral components in experiment. At the same time, the AO diffraction efficiency is reduced to 47%. The curve 2 shown in Fig. 10 was obtained for the feedback gain κ = 590. It should be noted that the results of the experimental study are better than the theoretical ones. So in the experiment, λ = 0.9 nm, is the limiting value of the spectral interval between the optical radiation spectrum components that may be distinguished by the examined system in the presence of feedback. This λ corresponds to the passband of the AO filter used when there is no feedback, while the calculations give a limiting value equal to 1.3 nm.
Thus, the analysis of the presented results allows us to conclude that the introduction of feedback can substantially increase the real spectral resolution of the AO filter.
Conclusions
In this paper the examination of an optoelectronic system containing a collinear AO filter and a feedback circuit was continued. It was shown that introducing feedback it is possible to produce collinear AO filter with adjustable transmission function. The signal in the feedback circuit appears due to a separate photodetector on which a part of the output optical radiation intensity is directed. The difference between the investigated system and the previously studied ones is that a beam splitter is installed directly at the optical output of the AO filter. This modification allows dividing the output optical beam into two parts, one of which is used to excite the signal in the feedback circuit, and the second is used for filtration and carries useful signal. The effect of light intensity modulation that was discovered previously for the collinear geometry of AO interaction is applied to arouse the signal in feedback circuit. This effect appears when the special geometry of polarizers polarization planes mutual orientation between which the AO filter is located is being set. The polarization plane of the analyzer must be orthogonal to the polarization plane of the input polarizer in order to suppress light in the zero order of diffraction for a signal light beam, since this is done for the conventional case of collinear AO filtration.
The influence of the feedback circuit parameters and the external RF generator signal magnitude on the system optical characteristics was examined. The influence of the feedback signal on the system bandwidth and the AO interaction efficiency was evaluated and measured experimentally. It was shown that the introduction of feedback makes it possible to achieve a significant narrowing of the bandwidth (by a factor of 74) and an increase in the AO filter spectral contrast (by a factor of thousands), which makes it possible the enhancement of AO system real spectral resolution. It has been shown experimentally that in the presence of feedback, the AO system allows us to resolve confidently the spectral components of the optical radiation spaced 0.9 nm apart, while the same AO filter without feedback has a passband of the same width. The demonstrated effective suppression of the AO filter transmission function side lobes opens the way to apply the AO devices in fiber-optic communication systems, since it allows suppressing almost completely the illumination from the adjacent spectral channels
